
 
 

Annual Stockholders’ Meeting Highlights 

EastWest Bank:  Consistent Top Tier Profitability.  To book Php5 billion to Php6 billion 

net income, still expected to be top rank in profitability even after Php10 Billion 

“Preemptive Provisioning”. 

Last Thursday, June 11, EastWest had its Annual Stockholders’ Meeting (ASM) via video conferencing.  In 

the spirit of transparency, we are sharing the highlights of the proceedings, especially, the CEO’s Report 

on performance and how management sees the future, so that other shareholders who were not able to 

attend the meeting will know what was discussed.  We also included items discussed during the remote 

Press Conference that followed the ASM.  

The year 2019. 

1. Record Profits in 2019 – 3rd most profitable among listed universal banks.  EastWest (EW) booked 

Php6.2 billion in profits in 2019 and a Return on Average Equity of 13.7%.  This is the highest level of 

profits it has ever booked.  EastWest maintained its position as one of the most profitable banks 

among listed universal banks.   

a. EastWest ranked consistently in the top 3 in profitability measured in terms of Return on 

Average Equity (ROAE) in 2017, 2018, and 2019.  Its ROAE was 13.8% in 2017, 11.0% in 2018, 

and 13.7% in 2019.  

2. The Bank reported that its record profits were due to the following.   

a. Unique Strategy.  EastWest is the most focused universal bank in consumer lending.  It is 

among the major players in Auto Loans, Credit Cards, and Personal Loans.  This has allowed 

the Bank to have the biggest net interest margins. 

b. Improving Economies of Scale.  After its unprecedented branch expansion that increased its 

branch stores from 122 in 2011 to 391 currently (excluding the 76 in its wholly-owned rural 

bank subsidiary – EastWest Rural Bank), mostly between 2012 to 2015, EW’s profitability 

initially went down.  Opening branch stores is expensive and costs are upfront while it takes 

years to build business.  Now that the stores are maturing and the Bank has grown, it is able 

to spread its costs over a bigger asset base with not much additional costs. As mentioned, 

most of the costs were already put in place upfront.  The result is better profitability.  

c. Better Trading Gains. The Bank was able to consistently compete and register good trading 

results through the years.  With the drop in interest rates in the latter part of 2019, it was able 

to position itself to profit.  It is poised to have one of its most fruitful trading year this 2020. 

d. Better Deposit Structure.  With time deposit rates going higher and competition preventing 

the increase in lending rates for business loans, the cost of time deposits after intermediation 

costs are higher than the loan yields.  Instead, the Bank pushed its Current Accounts and 

Savings Accounts (CASA) deposit taking activities and paid off the more expensive time 

deposits.  That explains why time deposits was lower.  This helped the Bank cope with the 

lower margins in 2019.  

e. Lower Bad Debts.  With its consumer loan portfolio maturing, there is less credit costs.  In 

spite of the 14% increase in consumer loans, provisions for bad debts was practically flat. The 



 
proportion of older loans is now bigger.  That means, the heavy provisioning was already 

finished.   

f. Recovery from Margin Squeeze.  In the early part of 2019, the banking industry’s margins 

were squeezed.  Deposit rates were moving up faster and loan rates were not correspondingly 

adjusting upwards.  This resulted in lower profitability on average across the industry.  

Towards the latter part of the year, interest rates started to calm down and market liquidity 

improved.  This allowed the banks to recover from the margin squeeze, especially banks who 

have more consumer loans.  The lower rates continued and accelerated in 2020, positioning 

EW to even better margins.  

 

2020, Another record year. This time bigger.   

 

1. Poised for Another Record Year of Profits.  With inflation under control and rates normalizing since 

the latter part of Q3 2019, and with EW having better yielding loans and improving deposit structure 

from the growth of lower-cost CASA, the Bank was looking forward to another record year of 

profitability.     

2. Php12 billion for 2020.  With everything falling at the right place, your bank expected to earn at least 

Php12 billion net income in 2020 and have an ROAE of around 22%.  With these prospects, the Board 

of Directors shelved the planned Stock Rights Offering to raise additional capital.  It could earn enough 

profits to fund the Bank’s expansion.  The expected record profits were due to expectations of the 

continued improvement in its operations that started to be more pronounced in 2019.   

a. Continued improvement in economies of scale 

b. Maintaining its industry leading net interest margin on account of its consumer loans and 

improving deposit mix in favor of low-cost CASA 

c. Record Trading gains due to the drop in interest rates as inflation was tamed by BSP 

3. Most Profitable in First Quarter (Q1) 2020.  As reported in its quarterly filing for listed companies, EW 

recorded Php2.3 billion net income and ROAE of 18.0% in Q1.  This makes EW the most profitable 

universal bank in the industry for the period.  It is on track to sustain its position in the top 3 in 

profitability among listed universal banks. 

 

The Monkey Wrench – Covid-19.  EW still sees Php5 billion to Php6 billion in net income for 2020 and 

among the top in profitability.  

 

1. The Best-laid Plans of Mice and Men.  The unexpected pandemic and the necessary response of lock 

downs and social distancing will affect the economy’s output, jobs, and incomes.  And banks are 

expected to be affected as well.  Some segments of their borrowers whose businesses and income 

will be adversely affected may experience some temporary difficulty servicing their debts.  A smaller 

segment may not be able to service it at all.  Truly, the best-laid plans can sometimes still change.    

2. Php10 Billion Preemptive Provisions.  Your Bank intends to face the situation squarely.  It plans to 

book Php10 Billion ‘preemptive provisions’ this year 2020 in anticipation of the adverse effect of the 

pandemic.  This is estimated to be 4% of the Bank’s total loan portfolio and should be among the more 

significant provisions level in the industry. 



 
a. What is “Preemptive Provisions for Loan Losses”? We call it preemptive because we don’t 

have the bad loans yet.  It is an estimate.  We believe it is likely on the conservative side.  We 

thought it is better to be conservative so we could move past this pandemic sooner by 

addressing its impact and for the Bank to resume pursuing its growth plans.    

 

3. Already Halfway to Php10 billion.  Our CEO reported during the ASM that as of April 2020, it is already 

almost halfway to its Php10 billion target, having already booked Php4.5 billion in provisions. 

4. Halfway and Still Profitable.  While it has already booked Php4.5 billion, the Bank’s net income as of 

April stood at Php2.7 billion.  Its ROAE was at 16.4%, probably still the highest for listed banks or at 

least among the highest in the industry.  

5. Php5 Billion to Php6 Billion Net Income for 2020.  CEO Tony Moncupa reported that in spite of the 

planned Php10 billion preemptive provisions, EW still expects to earn between Php5 to Php6 billion 

for 2020. While lower than 2019’s Php6.2 billion net income, the Bank expects to still be among the 

highest in the industry.  From news reports, other banks are also reporting higher level of loan loss 

provisions because of the pandemic.   

a. Effectively, the Bank will earn Php10 billion, except that Php6 billion went to provisions (not 

counting the usual Php4.0 billion it normally books without the pandemic).  This is lower than 

the Php12 billion original estimate due to the lower prices of its foreign bond holdings.  The 

prices though have been rallying in recent weeks and may yet spring a comeback before the 

year ends. 

6. The Good News.  EastWest Bank is well positioned to weather this crisis and sustain its position as 

among the most profitable banks in the banking industry.  We just have to wait another year for that 

record year for profits. 

Other items from the ASM and the Press Conference 

1. How did Covid-19 affect EW’s operations?  With Covid-19, we needed to adjust to the new normal. 

This new normal is defined by social distancing, remote working, and heightened health and 

sanitation.  We created a Response Management Unit to address 5 major areas we think are necessary 

to thrive in the new normal.   

a. Project Mother Hen.  This work team will ensure our people and customers are safe from the 

virus.  They are designing new and stricter protocols on health, sanitation, and hygiene.  These 

include all EWbankers who are reporting for work to undergo rapid testing.  

b. Project Great Leap Forward.  To respond to social distancing and remote working condition, 

the bank has to go on full throttle on automation, digitization, and process reengineering.  We 

need to ensure productivity and respond to the social distancing needs of the times. 

c. Project Das Kapital.  We need to vigilantly monitor changes in the economy, follow closely 

government responses, and watch over the epidemiological evolution of the virus to assess 

its strategic impact on our business, re-write and redefine our priorities and plans, and adjust 

our risk models to effectively allocate the Bank’s capital.  

d. Project Fox.  We need to be wily as a fox.  Designing new business development approaches 

to ensure that business continues to thrive.  Essentially, these are business development and 

customer focus adjustments for better digital and customer journey processes. 



 
e. Project Eagle.  To soar again and return to fast growth of our loan businesses, we need to pin 

down where our borrowers are.  We need to assess the virus-induced damage by stress-

testing the portfolios, develop segment level and client level mitigation actions and borrower 

assistance programs to proactively help our borrowers and minimize bad loans. 

2. How about digital? Everybody is talking about digital banking, how is EastWest on this?  Fortunately, 

our IT infrastructure is robust and can quickly adjust to the demands of the new normal.  We have 

competitive online and mobile banking platforms.  We are empowering our people to work from 

home.  We are pushing for the early launch of Komo, our ‘digital only’ entry to the digital race.  We 

claim that Komo, a pure bred ‘digital only’ banking service is the first homegrown digital offering in 

the market because most pure digitals are foreign owned. 

3. How was your deposit gathering business during the ECQ?  In some ways, we were a beneficiary in 

the sense that our deposits, particularly CASA grew during the ECQ.  Now that it is GCQ, our average 

clearing wins have gone up more. So much so that we are very liquid and have been lending relatively 

big amounts in the interbank market nowadays.  

4. Will EW declare cash dividends?  EW is on a growth mode.  We think that it is better for our 

shareholders to keep the money as growth capital rather than declare it as dividends. As mentioned 

earlier, we will forego of the planned stock rights offer.  So no, the board doesn’t plan to declare 

dividends so that capital can be used for growth and increase further the earning capacity of the Bank. 

5. Why do you think EW’s valuation (price-to-book and price-to-earnings) is low relative to its peers?  

We think it is low because of relatively low liquidity of the stock as the float is only 20%. There is also 

the capital overhang, or the expectation EW will do a stock rights offer.  The market cap is also 

relatively small compared to other banks.  This eliminates some big investors who have a minimum 

threshold for market cap for stocks they hold.  Nevertheless, we believe that in due time, the 

consistent record of being among the top tier banks in profitability will be sustained, and investors 

will see the real value of EW. 

 

 

  

 


